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Misha Ilin (b.1985 Moscow)

Misha Ilin is a mixed-media sculpture artist. He graduated in Spring 2019 with a 
Master of Fine Art from the interdisciplinary program at Maryland Institute College 
of Art, following a post-baccalaureate in fine arts program from the same institu-
tion. 

Misha Ilin artistic practice emerged from his long-standing interest in the  
intertwined relationship between public and private spheres, and how it affects 
the human body. In particular, he is interested in spaces that are designed to 
be public but have somehow intimate use (for example, one’s house under the 
gaze of visitors, public bathrooms, funeral houses and working spaces). Such 
semi-public/semi-private spaces impose social norms upon one’s intimacy,  
eventually framing the layered identities of the body. 
 
Misha seeks to contextualize private life experiences within established social 
rules in order to comment on common human needs of being understood, 
 recognized and accepted. Through the use of mundane materials from the  
domestic environment as well as a visual vocabulary of instruction-based  
practices, the artist seeks to address themes such as compassion and loss, care 
and indifference, gender roles and inequality. 
 
Misha invites viewers to connect to his works through their personal context and 
establish its meaning based on their own life experiences.
********************************************************************************************
Misha Ilin’s care instructions, 2020, when executed, carry the identity of the 
performer and also referencing the mundane socio-political context, in which 
performer exists. Once performed by the artist himself or another person and 
documented instructions take forms of domestic sculptures, performances, video 
and audio works, commenting on the matters of mundane labor, social roles, and 
existing political environment.

The artist requests that you email your findings to misha.ilin.bennani@gmail.com



care instructions #1 , 2020
free size digital text

Price Info: Artworks realized per the artists’ instructions or their documentation may be ‘authorized’ as ‘original’ and this way become the 
property of person or even institutionalized as part of a museum/gallery collection through a one-time payment to the artist of the amount 

equals to 2 hour minimum wage depending on the state/country where person or institution resides.



care instructions #2 , 2020
free size digital text

Price Info: Artworks realized per the artists’ instructions or their documentation may be ‘authorized’ as ‘original’ and this way become the 
property of person or even institutionalized as part of a museum/gallery collection through a one-time payment to the artist of the amount 

equals to 2 hour minimum wage depending on the state/country where person or institution resides.



care instructions #3 , 2020
free size digital text

Price Info: Artworks realized per the artists’ instructions or their documentation may be ‘authorized’ as ‘original’ and this way become the 
property of person or even institutionalized as part of a museum/gallery collection through a one-time payment to the artist of the amount 

equals to 2 hour minimum wage depending on the state/country where person or institution resides.



 documentattion care instructions #3 , 2020
11.69 x 16.53 Archival inkjet Paper

Edition of 5, $76



care instructions #4 , 2020
free size digital text

Price Info: Artworks realized per the artists’ instructions or their documentation may be ‘authorized’ as ‘original’ and this way become the 
property of person or even institutionalized as part of a museum/gallery collection through a one-time payment to the artist of the amount 

equals to 2 hour minimum wage depending on the state/country where person or institution resides.



Carmen Estenssoro (b.1995 Bolivia)

Carmen is a multidisciplinary artist from Santa Cruz, Bolivia. 
Estenssroro uses painting, sculpture, digital collages, video and instal-
lation as an excuse to access unpleasant stories stored in her memory. 
The combination of colors and materials are the tools she uses to ex-
plore the dialogue between an unpleasant memory and the architectur-
al beauty that surrounds or composes it. She currently lives and works 
in Baltimore, Maryland, receiving her BFA from the Maryland Institute 
College of Art.
********************************************************************************************
The series “Drawings” ariss from the need to confront the fear of not

returning to the people we love. 



Untitled, 2020
Free Size Digital Collage 

$50



Una Bolsa y una Caja, 2020
Free Size Digital Collage 

$50



“Muleta, 2020
Free Size Digital Collage 

$50



CurucusiI, 2020
Free Size Digital Collage 

$50



Finn  Hansen (b.1996 North Carolina)

Finn Hansen is a multi-disciplinary artist, vibe auditor, and personal bubble acrobat 
concentrated on the revelations of emotional motivations within alternative narratives, 
new symbology, TMI, and the cult of spectacle. Recently he released a free CD of 37 
incomplete songs titled Free CD from his digital information project Innerfreekling. He 
is currently living and working in Baltimore, receiving his BFA from the Maryland  
Institute College of Art. 

Due to the time and place of my birth, I am a Virgo-cusp Libra as well as a Zoom-
er-cusp Millennial. I absorbed my twin in the womb in Carrboro, North Carolina. I was 
born in Durham, North Carolina 1996, and I was raised in rural Hillsborough, North 
Carolina for most of my childhood. My artwork usually materializes into virtual or 
material bodies which I have been calling innerfreeklings. Utilizing a bastardization of 
semiotics, innerfreeklings are represented through image, form, sound, bodily move-
ment, or most any perceivable form of expression of information. They are magnets 
for symbolism, a frankensteined being of personified feeling bound by tone and pow-
ered by affordances. Innerfreeklings are free, an amalgam of fragmented collective 
conscience. Usually composed of fragments of re-purposed/found materials or sym-
bols. These works generally operate as plot devices to craft narratives between the 
viewers and the work in its environment. I consider these environments, whether digi-
tal or physical, as one would consider the stage for a play. Focusing on contemporary 
folklore: folktale as sculpture as an informal audit. I would like to be able to create a 
re-imagination of human tendencies as brought about by the constant reconfiguration 
of ourselves; who we were versus who we make ourselves become via consump-
tion, decision fatigue, and media. It is important to me that the messy assemblage 
that creates my perceptions of personality is reflected in the material and constructive 
choices.
********************************************************************************************
Good Ride is an audio/video coda to an undergraduate education concluded in 
isolation. The work is a free-form open letter composed of audio/video exercises and 
meditations on privacy/publicity, compression/expansion, transcendence, mutation, 
and wormholes via the medium of the old-world celebrity

Trailer Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5b2G8d9WxYQ&feature=youtu.be

Live Zoom Performace on May 17th, 2020 at 7pm



Good Ride (official private access Zoom programming) , 2020
14 minutes and 30 seconds performance, 3.29 Gb of data compressed and streamed, 

200 GBP



Malcom Lomax(b.1986 South Carolina)

Malcolm Lomax lives and works in Baltimore, MD and predominantly exhibits in 
the collaborative outfits – Wickerham & Lomax and WDLY, valuing collaboration 
as a transformative endeavor built on sharing  
experiences and challenges.

He studied at Maryland Institute College of Art graduating with a BFA in Painting. 
He met his collaborative partner Daniel Wickerham and started their practice in 
2009. Wickerham & Lomax’s collaboration spawned from their concerns for the 
individual in relationship to the society and how those things produce certain  
subjectivities/identities manifesting in a variety of forms and fictions. Through 
their collaboration they are attempting to understand the digital landscape we 
collectively occupy and its socio-political ramifications. 

Through the course of their practice they have shown at: Artists Space, Frieze 
New York, CCS Bard Hessel Museum, NADA, Brown University, Baltimore Muse-
um of Art, Material At Fair, The Drawing Center and created projects for the New 
Museum and Cultural DC. In 2015, Wickherham & Lomax won the Janet & Wal-
ter Sondheim Prize. Their work has been featured in The Washington Post, The 
Baltimore Sun, Sleek Magazine, Tunica Magazine, DIS Magazine and  
Rhizome.org. In 2019, He began WDLY with Teri Henderson to bring attention to 
spaces and venues that were under utilized by the arts community. This would 
give the community more options to present their work/events while highlighting 
queer persons and people of color. They’ve hosted panels featuring Cary Fagan, 
did a series of fundraisers for the Baltimore Beat, and an Art After Hours for the 
Baltimore Museum of Art. His essays and reviews appear in BmoreArt. 

Lomax is working on a fall exhibition for Wickerham & Lomax at Von Ammon Co.  
exploring queer intimacies and how they manifest in the domestic space, social 
space, and online. And just released a poetry collection through Cultural DC. 
********************************************************************************************
THE VECTOR: A Series with NO Finale in Sight is a poem that deals with the 
infiltrating of media into the home during the current COVID-19 quarantine. Using 
language that centers on the televisual and  epidemiology it explore the banal yet 
harrowing nature of the pandemic. It is regarding our relationship to this media  
as a tasked one and our relationship with the pandemic as a kind of insidious  
entity. The images attached to the project are a mood board of the artist’s  
upcoming exhibition that is in the works  exploring: home, queer intimacies, and 
the ambiguities of space and inhabitant. 

























Joshua Coyne (b.1993 Missouri)

Joshua Coyne is a composer and multi-instrumentalist in the greater NYC area. 
His work primarily focuses on the music of the Black-African and African  
American diasporas. Coyne’s music spans genres and disciplines, which include 
Gospel, Opera, Theater, Jazz and Pop. As an instrumentalist, he has performed 
at Lincoln Center, Kennedy Center, and Carnegie Hall. His work has been 
 performed in all types of venues, ranging from NYC area churches to the  
Supreme Court of the United States
********************************************************************************************
Thanksgiving is a sound poem about gratitude and mourning. All sounds were 
recorded from Josh Coyne’s New York City apartment. The piece is a reaction to 
the 7 PM Thanksgiving Ceremony, where residents of the city applaud for ap-
proximately five minutes, in appreciation of the front line Medical Workers. The 
applause, while celebratory, serves as a solemn reminder if the warlike carnage 
taking place in many hospitals and clinics. This piece is his thank you to those 
workers, as well as his reflection on the act of commemoration. 

Video Link: https://youtu.be/chGqsRrBrDc



Thanksgiving, 2020
04:30:00
Sound 

Free for All



Thanksgiving, 2020
04:30:00
Sound 

Free for All

Kayla Drzewicki (b.1998 New York)

is a net performer, media arts educator and scam artist working primarily within 
the disciplines of video, performance, and coding. Her work is concerned with 
the performativity of digital spaces, the affordances of obsolete technology, and 
making art about the internet more accessible. Her video work has shown in film 
festivals around the world, including Lausanne Underground Film Festival (LUFF) 
in Switzerland, Fest Anca in Slovakia, Mo&Freise Children’s short film festival in 
Germany, and at New Works in Baltimore, Maryland. Most recently, her work has 
premiered online at the WRONG Biennale, and she opened her first solo show, 
Looping is Forever in Baltimore, Maryland.

In May 2020 she released a new line of 10 Screensavers, available for free 
download on Mac or PC.

You can download her screensavers (compatible with Pc or Mac) for free here:

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DVKROO02Se_beGGbqeCPdz7ZHQ3TXptp

Kayla is interested in the potential for virtual spaces and objects, however
mundane, to become performative. Her work considers hierarchical relationships 
within digital environments; such as that of user and programmer, screensaver 
and video, or ‘fine art’ and non-art, and how the blurring of these relationships 
can grant points of entry into new media and net art works. She relies on non-in-
timidating, or even “dumb” softwares as a foundation upon which to structure her 
performances. For example, she is drawn to the accessibility of the desktop en-
vironment and the collaboration involved within an email exchange, as they are 
familiar and non-intimidating to many, yet remain overlooked as tools to create 
art works. She investigates the ways in which opening a folder, moving a cursor, 
clicking on a link, air-dropping, and sending an email can become performative, 
and how, because anyone with a computer is probably capable of doing these 
actions, anyone can be a performer.
********************************************************************************************
In her cursor works, she attempts to reverse roles (cursor is the performer  
instead of the tool, while the user remains idle), while also communicating that 
the only real skill involved is knowing how to move a cursor.

Video #1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l1TMohEkeqw

Video # 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=baG50JtSQf0&t=2s

Video # 3: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UL1Wh5MaKZU



My Cursor Looking at Itself in the Mirror, 2020
Live Desktop Performance

00:40:00

My Cursor Makes an Omelette, 2020
Live Desktop Performance

08:42:00



My Cursor Makes an Omelette, 2020
Live Desktop Performance

08:42:00



My Cursor Dancing the Cha Cha Slide, 2020
Live Desktop Performance

04:17:00



Alexandra Tatarsky (b.1989 New York) 

Tatarsky makes performances in the unfortunate in-between zone of perfor-
mance art, comedy, object theater, and deluded rant. She pursues clown logic 
and the mysticism of the cuticle.

tartsky.tumblr.com / @tartar.biz / @shanzhai_lyric
********************************************************************************************
Statement Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8SNiIKP4Dg













Nandi Loaf (b.1991 New York)

Nandi Loaf is the most important artist of the 21st century.  
Follow Nandi Loaf  

Video Link: https://youtu.be/pGrj4w82xqE



Post-Post Art World Where Nandi Loaf is Greatest Arist , 2020
Tshirt, Dimensions Variable 

Avilable for purchase at::https://teespring.com/new-nandi-loaf-shirt-prop-2?tsmac=store&tsmic=nandi-loaf&pid=2&cid=2397



Coming Soon, 2020
00:52:00

Video, Color, Sound
Not for Sale



Ji Zhang (b.1993 Beijing)

Ji Zhang is a painter/multimedia artist and founder/creative director of a  
conceptual fashion gallery in China.The in image of his painting always relates to 
sexual figures and mystery ritual narrative, his works include with iron large-scale 
memorial like installations.

(2018;&lt;the memorial &gt;. common place GALLERY, Hangzhou)
 
(2019 solo-exhibition &lt;PROVISIONAL&gt;.COMMON PLACE   
GALLERY, BEIJING. )
********************************************************************************************
During 2020 he started new group of work with casual iPhone digital drawing 
base on his quarantine selfies.

Stay at home; be sexy; have fun.



Shy!Shy!  2020
8.5’ x 11’  Archival Inkjet Print

Edition of  9, $ 69



Cross It!, 2020
8.5’ x 11’ Archival Inkjet Print

Edition of 9, $ 69



Medusa!, 2020
8.5’ x 11’  Archival Inkjet Print

Edition of  9, $ 69



Squeeze, 2020
8.5’ x 11’  Archival Inkjet Print

Edition of 9, $ 69



Coco Angel., 2020
8.5’ x 11’  Archival Inkjet Print

Edition of 9, $ 69



Back for Hell, 2020
8.5’ x 11’  Archival Inkjet Print

Edition of 9, $ 69



Taina Cruz (b.1998 New York)

Taina Cruz (b. 1998, New York) is an interdisciplinary artist and researcher who 
graduated from Maryland Institute College of Art with a BFA in Interdisciplinary 
Sculpture and a minor in Critical Theory. Taina’s practice spans sculpture, 3D 
animation, and painting, and explores themes of blackness, technology, and mys-
ticism. Her work draws from neocolonialism and critical race theory, as well as 
indigenous wisdom, to search for new meaning, materiality, and methodologies 
in order to reshape the future. Her work has been exhibited at the Rhode Island 
Museum of Art, Providence; The Bronx Art Space, Bronx; Re:Art Show, Brooklyn; 
Current Space, Baltimore, and was awarded the GO-A foundation award in 2019 
which allowed her to travel and research in Puerto Rico.

Taina’s current work redirects how we think about technology and seeks to rede-
fine its nature, infiltrate it with Black and Indigenous cultural traditions, and dwell 
within it or inhabit technology in a way that is defined through our traditions of 
time, space and consciousness. Descendants of Africa and those Indigenous to 
the land kept traditions of timekeeping, cosmology, and spirituality which have al-
ways encompassed and anticipated the principles of metaphysics. In the colonial 
imaginary, a time defined by the progress of western technology, the colonized 
body is not only separate from the present but out of place with the future. Time 
and space is the double work of solidification and of division which we project 
upon the moving continuity of reality. Taina uses a multimedia approach to inves-
tigate materiality, cultural identity and futurism in a neo-globalized colonial that is 
situated in digital networks. Virtual sanctuaries and imagery are vital to envision-
ing transformations just as physical spaces. By using digital interfaces, Taina is 
able to challenge the dominant thought structure and find resolutions to my on-
tological existence. Her pieces are a synthesis of my research and examination 
of these digital atmospheres. Taina mainly use natural materials, found objects, 
and digital mediums, which allows the viewer a closer insight on her theories and 
work. Sovereignty, text and harmonious reassemblage are bindings of her visual 
language. Taina expands these theories to create sculpture, painting, images, 
and videos in order to explore methods of mapping out the future.
********************************************************************************************
Letters to Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Abrey, Sandra Bland, Antonio Williams,  
Alberta Spruill and Sean Bell is a written stream of consciousness piece reflect-
ing on the artist experience growing up with police brutality being a present factor 
in decision making, thoughts and ideas. A much needed moment for the artist to 
give thanks to their lives and their contribution to who the artist is today, as they 
graduate from undergrad art school.



Letters to Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Abrey, Sandra Bland, Antonio Williams, Alberta Spruill and Sean Bell 
2020

Ink on notebook 



Letters to Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Abrey, Sandra Bland, Antonio Williams, Alberta Spruill and Sean Bell 
2020

Ink on notebook 



Letters to Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Abrey, Sandra Bland, Antonio Williams, Alberta Spruill and Sean Bell 
2020

Ink on notebook 


